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Confined Fluid Phase Behavior and CO2 Sequestration in Shale Reservoirs delivers the

calculation components to understand pore structure and absorption capacity involving

unconventional reservoirs. Packed with experimental procedures, step-by-step instructions, and

published data, the reference explains measurements for capillary pressure models,

absorption behavior in double nano-pore systems, and the modeling of interfacial tension in

C02/CH4/brine systems. Rounding out with conclusions and additional literature, this reference

gives petroleum engineers and researchers the knowledge to maximize productivity in shale

reservoirs.Helps readers gain advanced understanding of methods of adsorption behavior in

shale gasPresents theories and calculations for measuring and computing by providing step-by-

step instructions, including flash calculation for phase equilibriumIncludes advances in shale

fluid behavior, along with well-structured experiments and flow charts

Provides methods and calculations for measuring and computing absorption behavior and

storage for shale gasFrom the Back CoverPetroleum engineers are gaining better

understanding of shale reservoirs but are still learning differences in calculating phase

behavior to accurately determine distribution of shale fluids. Phase Behavior, Adsorption/

Desorption Behavior and Interfacial Properties of Fluids in Shale Reservoirs delivers the

calculation components to understand pore structure and absorption capacity involving

unconventional reservoirs. Packed with experimental procedures, step-by-step instructions, and

published data, the reference explains measurements for capillary pressure models,

absorption behavior in double nano-pore systems, and modeling of interfacial tension in C02/

CH4/brine systems. Rounding out with conclusions and additional literature, this reference

gives petroleum engineers and researchers the knowledge to maximize productivity of shale

reservoirs.About the AuthorYueliang Liu PhD is an assistant professor at the China University

of Petroleum. He earned his PhD-degree in petroleum engineering at the University of Alberta.

His research interests include phase behavior of fluids confined in nanopores, phase behavior

of confined fluids in porous media, adsorption behavior of hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbons

in organic-rich or mineral pores, and CO2 enhanced oil/gas recovery. Liu has authored or

coauthored more than 50 technical papers. He has applied for 5 invention patents. He is a

member of the Editorial Board for the Journal of Petroleum Science. Liu is a member of Society

of Petroleum Engineers.Zhenhua Rui is Distinguished Chair Professor and Associate Dean of

the College of Carbon Neutrality Future Technology at the China University of Petroleum

(Beijing), Co-founder of MIT AB, SPE Distinguished Member. He was a Research Scientist at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). He has published over 80 papers in the

energy field and is a recipient of the SPE International Outstanding Service Award, SPE

Technical Award, SPE Peer Apart Award, and Albert Nelson Marquis Lifetime

Achievement.Read more
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